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NGSNGS--NOAA told NOAA told 
Louisiana in 2001 Louisiana in 2001 
that the system we that the system we 
use to measure use to measure 
elevations is,elevations is,

Prophetic Words Prophetic Words Prophetic Words 

““inaccurate inaccurate 
and and 

obsolete.obsolete.””



““Elevation is our salvation from inundationElevation is our salvation from inundation””

Storm surge from a Storm surge from a 
theoretical hurricanetheoretical hurricane

impacting New Orleansimpacting New Orleans
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What are the Needs?What are the Needs?

Louisiana needs accurate elevations right now for Louisiana needs accurate elevations right now for 
flood certificates, rebuilding, and upgrading levees.flood certificates, rebuilding, and upgrading levees.
This means access to the National Spatial Reference This means access to the National Spatial Reference 
System. System. 
StateState--wide, local, and affordable access, that is.wide, local, and affordable access, that is.
Access that will sustainable into the future.Access that will sustainable into the future.
Professionals with appropriate skills to exploit the Professionals with appropriate skills to exploit the 
system.system.
An understanding by public and private sectors that An understanding by public and private sectors that 
elevations are changing and will require attention in elevations are changing and will require attention in 
the future. the future. 



National Spatial Reference System?National Spatial Reference System?

The NSRS consists of current horizontal monuments, The NSRS consists of current horizontal monuments, 
benchmarks and Continuously Operating Reference benchmarks and Continuously Operating Reference 
Stations (CORS). It also consists of gravimetric data Stations (CORS). It also consists of gravimetric data 
that defines the reference that defines the reference geoidgeoid..
NGS/NOAA is committed to providing access to NGS/NOAA is committed to providing access to 
NSRS. This is increasingly being accomplished through NSRS. This is increasingly being accomplished through 
the use of GPS because of cost. A small (several the use of GPS because of cost. A small (several 
hundred) group of BMs will be maintained in the hundred) group of BMs will be maintained in the 
future for regional calibrations and support for CORS. future for regional calibrations and support for CORS. 
Training and partnerships.Training and partnerships.



Current Status of Current Status of 
NSRS in LouisianaNSRS in Louisiana

Green dots = benchmarks
Blue Stars = LSU CORS 
Red Dots = Valid BMs
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$$ Dictates the Plan$$ Dictates the Plan

Recalibrating all of the benchmarks in Louisiana by Recalibrating all of the benchmarks in Louisiana by 
geodetic leveling would cost $40geodetic leveling would cost $40--50M. Because of 50M. Because of 
motion, recalibration would be required every 1motion, recalibration would be required every 1--10 10 
years. All these costs will be local and from unidentified years. All these costs will be local and from unidentified 
sources.sources.
Most states are opting for a dense stateMost states are opting for a dense state--wide network wide network 
of CORS tied to an accurate of CORS tied to an accurate geoidgeoid model. System will model. System will 
have RTK capability that will allow users to obtain have RTK capability that will allow users to obtain 
±±2cm with 52cm with 5--30 sec. observation. All data tied to 30 sec. observation. All data tied to 
network validated every 3 days by NGS/NOAA.network validated every 3 days by NGS/NOAA.





The only valid benchmarks in LA. Released The only valid benchmarks in LA. Released 
in 2005, most will be bad by end of 2007in 2005, most will be bad by end of 2007



Coming ActivitiesComing Activities
Kickoff meeting Kickoff meeting late Aprillate April--early Mayearly May
National CORS densification in south Louisiana National CORS densification in south Louisiana 
(~75 km). Further densification to support RTK.(~75 km). Further densification to support RTK.
ReRe--observation of original observation of original ““8585”” benchmarks and benchmarks and 
an additional 115 benchmarks. New BMs will an additional 115 benchmarks. New BMs will 
support regional GPS elevation transfers and support regional GPS elevation transfers and 
CORS calibration.CORS calibration.
Implementation of RTK in southeast Louisiana.Implementation of RTK in southeast Louisiana.
Free training to users on NGS/NOAA standards, Free training to users on NGS/NOAA standards, 
requirements and methods, RTK, etc.requirements and methods, RTK, etc.



Questions!Questions!


